2021

153

TOTAL NUMBER OF
WOMEN ALL PARTICIPANTS

17

YEAR IN REVIEW

39 TOTAL IN PROGRAM 97 PARTICIPANTS IN ELECTIVE CLASSES
Knitting

RECIEVED CRISIS
SUPPORT
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86%
Improvement on rating mental health as good

100%
Feel hopeful for the future and believe they have the capability to
change their lives

39%
Reduction in feelings of depression

100%

90%

100%

92%

Sewing

Jewlery Making

Nutrition

MENTAL HEALTH
0%

Computers

Entrepreneurship

Manicure

JOB TRAINING
88%

81%

100%

61%

92%

100%

89%

59%

81%

55%

100%

Can complete a
job application

Learned about the
hiring and ﬁring
protocol in their
country

Learned how to
apply for jobs
via email

Can complete
a resume

Understand the
laws about salary,
pension and pay

Feel comfortable
going to a job
interview

Understand their
career options based
on their skill set

Understand what
a job reference is

Learned how to
complete a job
search

Have access to
adequate clothing to
wear if hired for a job

Understand
women’s rights
in the workplace

Feel motivated
to work

Do not have diﬃculty sleeping

60%

HUMAN RIGHTS

Reduced feelings of anger

60%
Found it easier to make decisions

97% Learned about
the diﬀerent forms
of violence

50%

Have awareness of what causes their anxiety

97% Understand
what a healthy
relationship is

92% Know how to ﬁle
a complaint when their
rights are violated

SEX ED

Reduced excessive worrying

100%

97% Learned about
their basic human
rights

75% Were introduced
to sex education

53% Learned how to use
condoms for the ﬁrst time

53% Learned for the
ﬁrst time how to
prevent STDs

100%

LIFE SKILLS

Have ideas of how to feel better

50%
Decreased physical symptoms that
were getting in the way of daily life

18%
Went from feeling unsafe to feeling safe

66% Learned how to
create a personal budget

92% Know how to open a
bank account

63% Learned
self-defense

59% Improved their
communication skills

96% Understand the
importance of having
a savings and checking
account and how to
manage them

